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One of the goals of the NA61/SHINE experiment is to discover the
critical point (CP) of QCD, which is an object of much experimental and
theoretical interest. To this end, a scan of the 2-dimensional phase diagram
(T, µB) through proton–nucleus and nucleus–nucleus collisions is being per-
formed at the SPS, with varying collision energy and system size. One of
the most promising observables that signal the approach to the CP are lo-
cal power-law fluctuations of the order parameter of the QCD chiral phase
transition, subject to universal scaling laws. In particular, fluctuations of
the proton density probed through the method of intermittency analysis of
scaled factorial moments for a number of NA49 collision data sets provide
evidence of power-law fluctuations in the “Si”+Si dataset, consistent with
an approach to the critical point, within errors. In this contribution, we
expand on previous work by studying the prospects for an intermittency
analysis in NA61 Be+Be and Ar+Sc collisions at 150AGeV, through Monte
Carlo simulations of critical protons mixed with a non-critical background.
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1. Introduction

Experimental observables proposed for the detection of the QCD CP [1]
fall into two categories: event-by-event (global) fluctuations of integrated
quantities [2–4], as well as local power-law fluctuations [5] of the order
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parameter of the QCD chiral phase transition, the chiral condensate 〈q̄q〉.
The critical properties of the chiral condensate are carried by the sigma
field σ(x), and may be probed indirectly through its decay into experimen-
tally observable (π+, π−) pairs [6]. At finite baryochemical potential, critical
fluctuations are also transferred to the net-proton density, as well as to the
proton and antiproton densities separately [7].

At the CP, the fluctuations of the order parameter are self-similar [8],
belonging to the 3D-Ising universality class, and can be detected in trans-
verse momentum space within the framework of an intermittency analy-
sis of proton density fluctuations by the use of scaled factorial moments
(SFMs). A detailed analysis, augmented by properly adapted statistical
techniques, can be found in [9], where we study various heavy-nuclei collision
datasets recorded in the NA49 experiment at maximum energy (158AGeV,√
sNN ≈ 17 GeV) of the SPS (CERN).

2. Method of analysis

In a pure critical system, intermittency in transverse momentum space
can be revealed by the scaling of the Second Scaled Factorial Moments
(SSFMs) of proton particles as a function of bin size. For that purpose,
a region of transverse momentum space is partitioned into M ×M equal-
size bins. Consequently, the SSFMs

F2(M) =

〈
1

M2

M2∑
i=1

ni(ni − 1)

〉/〈
1

M2

M2∑
i=1

ni

〉2

(1)

are calculated as an average over bins and events (〈. . .〉), where ni is the
number of particles in the ith bin and M2 is the total number of bins. If the
system exhibits critical fluctuations, F2(M) is expected to scale with M , for
large values of M , as a power-law

F2(M) ∼M2φ2 , φ2 = φB2,cr = 5
6 , (2)

where φ2 is the intermittency index, and provided the freeze-out occurs at
exactly the critical point [10].

Noisy experimental data require the subtraction of a background of un-
correlated and misidentified protons, which is achieved through the con-
struction of correlation-free mixed events. The critical behaviour is then
expected to be revealed in the correlator, ∆F2(M) = F

(d)
2 (M) − F (m)

2 (M),
where mixed event (m) moments are subtracted from data (d) moments.
∆F2(M) should then scale as a power law, ∆F2(M) ∼ M2φ2 , in a limited
range, with the same intermittency index as the pure critical system1.

1 The actual correlator contains a mixed term with the background, which can be shown
to be negligible through use of CMC simulation mixed with non-critical background.
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Furthermore, calculation of SSFMs is smoothed by averaging over many
lattice positions (lattice averaged SSFMs, see [9]). An improved estima-
tion of statistical errors of SSFMs is achieved by the use of the bootstrap
method [11–13], whereby the original set of events is resampled with replace-
ment [9].

A proton generating modification of the Critical Monte Carlo (CMC)
code [5, 10] is used to simulate a system of critically correlated protons,
which are mixed with a non-critical background to study the effects on the
quality of intermittency analysis.

3. Overview of proposed NA61 data sets

Following the detection of power-law fluctuations compatible with crit-
icality in the NA49 “Si”+Si dataset [9], we are encouraged to look for in-
termittency in medium-sized nuclei collisions recorded within the successor
NA61 experiment. In order to reliably perform an intermittency analysis,
we require large event statistics (a minimum of 100K events, ideally of the
order of 1M events), reliable particle identification (candidate proton purity
of at least 80–90%), and a relatively high mean proton multiplicity density in
mid-rapidity for 5–10% most central collisions (typically, dNp/dy ≥ 1.5→ 2
for |yCM| ≤ 0.75, pT ≤ 1.5 GeV/c). Subsequently, our two main candidate
NA61 systems for study are 7Be+9Be and 40Ar+45Sc at 150AGeV.

Pilot analysis of NA61 Be+Be data suggests dNp/dy||yCM|≤0.75, pT≤1.5 ∼
0.75, a rather low value for the standards of an intermittency analysis.
Ar+Sc analysis of NA61 data is still in progress; however, simulations per-
formed with the EPOS event generator [14], for a maximum impact param-
eter b ∼ 3.5 fm, suggest dNp/dy||yCM|≤0.75, pT≤1.5 ∼ 4, quite adequate for an
intermittency analysis.

4. Results

Based on the pilot analysis of NA61 Be+Be data, we simulate in EPOS a
set of 200K central Be+Be collisions at 150AGeV. We then calculate F2(M)
and ∆F2(M) for these events, as well as extract the mean proton multiplicity
and one-particle transverse momentum distributions which are then plugged
in as input parameters to a CMC simulation of 500K critical events and the
background proton generator, respectively. The pure CMC critical exponent
is adjusted according to Eq. (2). In Fig. 1, left panel, we see that the F2(M)
level of EPOS-generated events can be reproduced by mixing critical protons
with 99.5% noise. In the middle panel, it is evident that while the absolute
magnitude of ∆F2(M) decreases by orders of magnitude with the addition
of more noise, its scaling persists for up to 98% noise levels. However, at
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the 99.5% noise level required to match EPOS with noisy CMC moments,
intermittency has been lost, as evidenced by the fact that the intermittency
index φ2 fluctuates around zero, φ2 = −0.21+0.39

−1.13 (right panel).
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Fig. 1. SSFMs F2(M) (left) and ∆F2(M) (middle) of EPOS and noisy CMC Be+Be
simulated collisions (10% most central, 150AGeV). For comparison, F2(M) of pure
CMC is plotted, along with the theoretically expected slope; (right) distribution of
φ2 values, obtained via bootstrap resampling of events.

Similarly as with Be+Be, we simulate 100K EPOS Ar+Sc events, as well
as 500K critical CMC events with the proper multiplicity. In Fig. 2, left
panel, we see that again a 99.5% noise level can reproduce the magnitude
of EPOS moments F2(M). However, in the middle panel, it is evident that
in the Ar+Sc case, the correlator ∆F2(M) of noisy CMC retains criticality
for up to 99.5% noise. In the right panel, the distribution of φ2 gives as a
median and error of φ2 = 0.75+0.12

−0.12, which is compatible with φB2,cr within
errors.
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Fig. 2. SSFMs F2(M) (left) and ∆F2(M) (middle) of EPOS and noisy CMC Ar+Sc
simulated collisions (10% most central, 150AGeV). For comparison, F2(M) of pure
CMC is plotted, along with the theoretically expected slope; (right) distribution of
φ2 values, obtained via bootstrap resampling of events.
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5. Summary and conclusions

The study of self-similar (power-law) fluctuations of the proton density
in transverse momentum space through intermittency analysis provides us
with a promising set of observables for the detection of the QCD critical
point. A preliminary study of light nuclei collisions in the NA61 experiment
indicates that an intermittency analysis is feasible for (at least) the Ar+Sc
system at maximum SPS energy. Performing a systematic intermittency
analysis in this system size region (Be+Be, Ar+Sc, Xe+La) will hopefully
lead to an accurate determination of the critical point location.

This work was supported by the National Science Centre, Poland (NCN)
(grant No. 2014/14/E/ST2/00018).
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